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ABSTRACT: Community QA (cQA)  provides only textual answers, which are not informative enough for many 
questions. To overcome these problems previous studies proposed three steps: First, information seekers are able to post 
their specific questions on any topic and obtain answers provided by other participants. Second, in comparison with 
automated QA systems. Third, over times, a tremendous number of QA pairs have been accumulated in their repositories. 
But the major problem is the lack of diversity of the generated media data .It estimates the relevance scores of images with 
respect to the query term based on both the visual information of images and the semantic information of associated tags. 
Then, we estimate the semantic similarities of social images based on their tags. Based on the relevance scores and the 
similarities, the ranking list is generated by a greedy ordering algorithm which optimizes average diverse precision, a novel 
measure that is extended from the conventional average precision 
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I. INTRODUCTION OF PROJECT 
                                                                        
Along with the proliferation and improvement of underlying communication technologies, community QA (cQA) 

has emerged as an extremely popular alternative to acquire information online, owning to the following facts. First, 
information seekers are able to post their specific questions on any topic and obtain answers provided by other participants. 
By leveraging community efforts, they are able to get better answers than simply using search engines. Second, in 
comparison with automated QA systems, cQA usually receives answers with better quality as they are generated based on 
human intelligence. Third, over times, a tremendous number of QA pairs have been accumulated in their repositories, and it 
facilitates the preservation and search of answered questions. 

Existing cQA forums mostly support only textual answers. Unfortunately, textual answers may not provide 
sufficient natural and easy-to grasp information. For the questions “What are the steps to make a weather vane” and “What 
does $1 Trillion Look Like”, the answers are described by long sentences. Clearly, it will be much better if there are some 
accompanying videos and images that visually demonstrate the process or the object. Therefore, the textual answers in cQA 
can be significantly enhanced by adding multimedia contents, and it will provide answer seekers more comprehensive 
information and better experience. 

In fact, users usually post URLs that link to supplementary images or videos in their textual answers. Best answers 
on Y!A both contain video URLs. It further confirms that multimedia contents are useful in answering several questions. 
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But existing cQA forums do not provide adequate support in using media information. novel scheme which can enrich 
community-contributed textual answers in cQA with appropriate media data. It contains three main components: 
(1) Answer medium selection. Given a QA pair, it predicts whether the textual answer should be enriched with media 
information, and which kind of media data should be added. Specifically, we will categorize it into one of the four classes: 
text, text+videos, text+images, and text+images+videos. It means that the scheme will automatically collect images, videos, 
or the combination of images and videos to enrich the original textual answers. 
(2) Query generation for multimedia search. In order to collect multimedia data, we need to generate informative queries. 
Given a QA pair, this component extracts three queries from the question, the answer, and the QA pair, respectively. The 
most informative query will be selected by a three-class classification model. 
(3) Multimedia data selection and presentation. Based on the generated queries, we vertically collect image and video data 
with multimedia search engines. We then perform re-ranking and duplicate removal to obtain a set of accurate and 
representative images or videos to enrich the textual answers. 
Our proposed approach in this work does not aim to directly answer the questions, and instead, we enrich the community-
contributed answers with multimedia contents. Our strategy splits the large gap between question and multimedia answer 
into two smaller gaps, i.e., the gap between question and textual answer and the gap between textual answer and multimedia 
answer. In our scheme, the first gap is bridged by the crowd-sourcing intelligence of community members, and thus we can 
focus on solving the second gap. Therefore, our scheme can also be viewed as an approach that accomplishes the MMQA 
problem by jointly exploring human and computer. Fig. 3 demonstrates the difference between the conventional MMQA 
approaches and an MMQA framework based on our scheme. It is worth noting that, although the proposed approach is 
automated, we can also further involve human interactions. For example, our approach can provide a set of candidate 
images and videos based on textual answers, and answerers can manually choose several candidates for final presentation. 
 
 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

Fully automated QA still faces challenges that are not easy to tackle, such as the deep understanding of complex questions 
and the sophisticated syntactic, semantic and contextual processing to generate answers. Existing cQA forums mostly 
support only textual answers unfortunately, textual answers may not provide sufficient natural and easy-to grasp 
information. 

III. OBJECTIVE 
 

Approach automatically determines which type of media information should be added for a textual answer. It then 
automatically collects data from the web to enrich the answer. By processing a large set of QA pairs and adding them to a 
pool, our approach can enable a novel multimedia question answering (MMQA) approach as users can find multimedia 
answers by matching their questions with those in the pool. 
 

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
EXISTING SYSTEM 

Existing system is able to enrich textual answers in cQA with appropriate media data. Our scheme consists of three 
components: answer medium selection, query generation for multimedia search, and multimedia data selection and 
presentation. This approach automatically determines which type of media information should be added for a textual 
answer. It then automatically collects data from the web to enrich the answer. By processing a large set of QA pairs and 
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adding them to a pool, our approach can enable a novel multimedia question answering (MMQA) approach as users can 
find multimedia answers by matching their questions with those in the pool. 
DISADVANTAGES 

 Existing system lack of diversity of the generated media data. 
 Remove duplicates in many cases more diverse results becomes occurs. 
 Diverse ranking is also important to enriched media data in existing system doesn’t consider the diverse ranking. 

 
 
PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Diverse relevance ranking (DRR) scheme for social image search. It is able to rank the images based on their relevance 
levels with respect to query tag while simultaneously considering the diversity of the ranking list. First, we estimate the 
relevance score of each image with respect to the query term as well as the semantic similarity of each image pair. The 
relevance estimation incorporates both the visual information of images and the semantic information of their associated 
tags into an optimization framework, and the semantic similarity is mined based on the associated tags of images. Estimated 
relevance scores and similarities, we then implement the DRR algorithm, which can be viewed as a greedy ordering 
algorithm that optimizes average diverse result. 
ADVANTAGES 

 Proposed method considers the diverse ranking is also important to enriched media data. 
 It finds the relevant Diverse Search of Social Images for multimedia data. 

 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
Existing system uses a novel scheme to answer questions using media data by leveraging textual answers in cQA. For a 
given QA pair, our scheme first predicts which type of medium is appropriate for enriching the original textual answer. 
Following that, it automatically generates a query based on the QA knowledge and then performs multimedia search with 
the query.  Proposed diverse relevance ranking scheme for social image search, which is able to simultaneously take 
relevance and diversity into account. It leverages both visual information of images and the semantic information of tags. 
Finally, query-adaptive reranking and duplicate removal are performed to obtain a set of images and videos for presentation 
along with the original textual answer. 

In our future work, will further improve the scheme, such as developing better query generation method and 
investigating the relevant segments from a video. 
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